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Co3Sn2S2 (CSS) is one of the shandite compounds and becomes a magnetic Weyl semimetal candidate below
the ferromagnetic phase transition temperature (TC). In this paper, we investigate the temperature (T) dependence
of conversion between charge current and spin current for the CSS thin film by measuring the spin-torque
ferromagnetic resonance (ST-FMR) for the trilayer consisting of CSS/Cu/CoFeB. Above TC ∼ 170 K, the
CSS/Cu/CoFeB trilayer exhibits the clear ST-FMR signal coming from the spin Hall effect in the paramagnetic
CSS and the anisotropic magnetoresistance (AMR) of CoFeB. Below TC, on the other hand, it is found that
the ST-FMR signal involves the dc voltages (Vdc) not only through the AMR but also through the giant
magnetoresistance (GMR). Thus, the resistance changes coming from both AMR and GMR should be taken
into account to correctly understand the characteristic field angular dependence of Vdc. The spin Hall torque
generated from the ferromagnetic CSS, which possesses the same symmetry as that for spin Hall effect,
dominantly acts on the magnetization of CoFeB. A definite increase in the spin-charge conversion efficiency is
observed at T < TC, indicating that the phase transition to the ferromagnetic CSS promotes the highly efficient
spin-charge conversion. In addition, our theoretical calculation shows the increase in spin Hall conductivity with
the emergence of magnetic moment at T < TC, which is consistent with the experimental observation.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevResearch.5.013222

I. INTRODUCTION

Creation, manipulation, and detection of the spin angular
momentum flow, called spin current (Js), are vital to an ef-
ficient operation of the spintronic devices. High efficiency in
the conversion process between charge current (Jc) and Js is
required for improving the device performance, reducing the
power consumption, and leading to multifunctionalities. One
of the promising ways for spin-charge conversion is to exploit
the spin Hall effect (SHE) [1,2], which is mostly studied in
nonmagnets (NMs). The conversion from Jc to Js via SHE is
expressed as

js =
(

h̄

2e

)
αSH(s × jc), (1)

where jc and js are charge-current density and spin-current
density, respectively, αSH is the spin Hall angle, e(<0) is
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the electric charge of an electron, h̄ is the reduced Planck
constant, and s is the quantization axis of electron spin. αSH

is a key parameter related to the spin-orbit coupling and the
efficiency of spin-charge conversion. Thus, many studies were
devoted to the development of spin Hall material with large
αSH. It has been demonstrated that not only a NM but also
a ferromagnet (FM) is utilized for the spin-charge conver-
sion [3–27]. In the early stage, the conversion from Js to
Jc in FM was reported [3–5]. Then, it was predicted that
the anomalous Hall effect (AHE) also generates Js, which
is called spin anomalous Hall effect (SAHE) [6], and the
SAHE was examined for several FMs experimentally and
theoretically [12,17,24,27]. Apart from the SAHE, other spin-
charge conversion processes allow to generate Js with a variety
of spin-polarization vectors such as spin precession process
[8,9]. Stimulated by these theoretical predictions, many ex-
perimental works have recently reported the generation of Js

in the FM bulks or at the FM interfaces [15].
For developing a spin Hall material, it is a guide to ex-

ploit the topological features in an electronic band structure
[28,29]. Co3Sn2S2 (CSS) is one of the shandite compounds,
and has attracted much attention as a promising candidate
for magnetic Weyl semimetals [30–37]. Thanks to its spe-
cific band structure, CSS exhibits half metallicity and huge
AHE below the ferromagnetic phase transition temperature
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(TC) that was reported to be ∼175 K in bulk [38–41]. One
may expect that the ferromagnetic CSS shows the highly effi-
cient spin-charge conversion. The paramagnetic CSS above
TC is also an attractive candidate for improvement of the
spin-charge conversion efficiency by carefully considering its
band structure. Our group has already demonstrated that the
Fermi-level tuning of the paramagnetic CSS by elemental
doping is very effective to obtain the enhanced spin Hall
conductivity at room temperature [42]. Although our previ-
ous study suggests that the paramagnetic CSS family is a
promising spin Hall material, no one has understood yet how
the ferromagnetic phase transition accompanying with the
variation of electronic band affects the spin-charge conversion
process in the case of the CSS. For example, it is unclear if
the spin Hall effect for the CSS is enhanced in the vicinity
of TC as shown in the previous studies for other ferromag-
nets [43,44]. This is an essential question to understand the
spin-charge conversion process in the magnetic topological
materials.

In this paper, the temperature (T) dependence of spin-
charge conversion in the CSS thin film is investigated
by measuring the spin-torque ferromagnetic resonance (ST-
FMR) for the trilayer consisting of CSS/Cu/Co20Fe60B20

(CFB). By carefully analyzing the field angular dependence
of ST-FMR signal, we examine the influence of ferromagnetic
phase transition on the spin-charge conversion efficiency, and
discuss the major process of spin-charge conversion in the
ferromagnetic CSS. In addition, we study the spin-charge con-
version process of CSS based on the effective tight-binding
model. This paper is composed of the following sections.
Section II describes the experimental procedures including
the film preparation and the details of ST-FMR measurement
method. Section III is devoted to the experimental results and
discussion, and is divided into five subsections: temperature
dependence of Hall effect and magnetoresistance, spin-torque
ferromagnetic resonance spectra, quantitative analysis of spin
torque, enhanced spin-charge conversion efficiency for fer-
romagnetic CSS, and discussion. In Sec. IV, theoretical
calculation is shown. Finally, the conclusion is given in
Sec. V.

II. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

The 15-nm-thick CSS layer was prepared on the Al2O3

(0001) substrate by radio-frequency magnetron sputtering.
A CSS layer and a Si-O capping layer were deposited at a
substrate temperature of 400 °C under an Ar gas of 0.5 Pa.
Subsequently, in situ annealing was performed at 800 °C
in a vacuum to promote the crystallization of CSS. The Si-
O capping layer was used to prevent reevaporation during
the annealing. The c-axis oriented growth of CSS was con-
firmed by x-ray diffraction measurement, which was reported
in Ref. [42]. The CSS/Si-O film was set into the Ar ion
milling chamber to remove the Si-O capping layer. During
this ion milling process, the surface of CSS layer was also
etched, and the designed CSS layer thickness was reduced
to 9.8 nm. After the removal of Si-O layer, subsequently
Cu (1.8 nm)/CFB (2 nm)/Al-O (5 nm) were deposited at
room temperature by employing the ion beam sputtering
system.

FIG. 1. (a) Schematic illustration of thin-film structure, and (b)
optical microscope image of coplanar waveguide (CPW) device to-
gether with the measurement circuit for spin-torque ferromagnetic
resonance (ST-FMR). The magnetic field (H) was applied in the film
plane with the angle of θ , and the rf current (Irf ) was applied along
the x direction.

For the ST-FMR measurement, the CSS/Cu/CFB/Al-O
stack was patterned into a rectangular-shaped element with
10-μm width (w) and 40-μm length, and the Au electrodes
of coplanar waveguide were fabricated through the use of
photolithography and Ar ion milling. The ST-FMR mea-
surement was carried out with the setup employed in the
previous studies [12,17,45,46]. As illustrated in Fig. 1(a),
the radio-frequency (rf) current (Irf ) was applied along the x
direction, and the in-plane angle of external magnetic field
(H) was set at θ from the x direction. The rf power of 15
dBm was applied from a signal generator [Fig. 1(b)], inducing
an oscillating transverse magnetic field in the y direction.
The excitation frequency ( f ) of Irf was varied in the range
from 6 to 16 GHz. The device resistance [R(t)] oscillated
through the anisotropic magnetoresistance (AMR) and/or gi-
ant magnetoresistance (GMR) effect at the condition that
H matched the resonance field (Hres). As a result, applied
Irf (t )[= I cos(2π f t )] and oscillating R(t) [� cos(2π ft)] gen-
erated a rectification dc voltage (Vdc), which was detected
by a lock-in amplifier. In addition to the coplanar waveguide
device, the Hall devices were prepared for measuring the
temperature dependence of the longitudinal resistance (Rxx )
and the transverse resistance (Ryx ). The coplanar waveguide
device and the Hall device were fabricated on the identical
substrate. The ST-FMR spectra were measured for the copla-
nar waveguide device employing the temperature-variable
rf-compatible probe station. The maximum in-plane |H | of the
probe station was 6 kOe. The values of Rxx and Ryx for the
Hall device were measured with the superconducting magnet
allowing to increase H up to 70 kOe along in-plane and out-
of-plane directions.

The magnetic properties of the blanket films were charac-
terized using a superconducting quantum interference device
magnetometer.

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Temperature dependence of Hall effect
and magnetoresistance

Figure 2(a) shows Ryx versus out-of-plane magnetic field
(Hz ) for the Hall device measured at T = 300, 200, 150,
and 100 K. The linear variation without hysteresis in the
of Ryx-Hz curves is observed at T = 300 and 200 K. These
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FIG. 2. (a) Transverse resistance (Ryx ) vs out-of-plane magnetic field (Hz ) for the Hall device measured at T = 300, 200, 150, and 100 K.
Insets display the optical microscope image with current and voltage probes and the schematic illustrations of magnetization configurations.
The Ryx-Hz curves were vertically shifted for clarity. (b) Magnetoresistance (MR) curve measured at T = 300 K. The longitudinal resistance
(Rxx ) was measured using the four-probe method, and the in-plane magnetic field (H) was applied along the channel of Hall device as shown in
the inset. (c) Full MR curve measured at 50 K with H applied in the range of ±70 kOe, and (d) minor MR curve with H applied in the range of
±20 kOe. For both measurements, the device was cooled down to 50 K under the application of H = +20 kOe. (e) Minor MR curve, in which
the device was cooled down with H = –20 kOe applied. Red (blue) arrow denotes the field-sweep direction from positive (negative) to negative
(positive). In (c), (d), and (e), the MR curves enlarged at low H regions are shown as the insets. Black dotted lines in (d) and (e) compare the
values of Rxx at +20 and −20 kOe, indicating that there exists the difference in Rxx between H = +20 and −20 kOe, which was defined as
�R. (f) Schematic illustration of possible magnetic structures in CFB and CSS when H (denoted by black arrow) was applied opposite to the
magnetic field during cooling the device (denoted by red arrow), which corresponds to the magnetization configuration in the minor MR curve.
(g) Rxx and Ryx as a function of T. (h) �R as a function of T, in which the device was cooled down with H = –20 kOe applied.

small changes in Ryx originate from the AHE of CFB layer.
The CFB layer is in-plane magnetized at Hz = 0 Oe and
becomes out-of-plane magnetized as Hz is increased up to
10 kOe. When T was reduced to 150 K, the AHE of
CSS layer contributes to Ryx. The further reduction of T
to 100 K leads to the clear hysteretic behavior and the
large remanent Ryx at Hz = 0 Oe because of the out-of-plane
spontaneous magnetization of CSS. These results indicate
that TC of the present CSS layer exists between 150 and
200 K.

Employing the identical device, Rxx versus in-plane H was
measured. This corresponds to the magnetoresistance (MR)
curve measurement. Figure 2(b) displays the MR curve mea-
sured at T = 300 K, where the red (blue) curve denotes
the MR curve under the in-plane H sweeping from positive
(negative) to negative (positive). A small but sharp change
in Rxx at low H and the following gradual Rxx variation are
observed as H is increased, which come from the AMR and
the forced effect, respectively, of the CFB layer. When T is
reduced down to 50 K, the large resistance change is ob-
served at low H [Fig. 2(c)]. The inset of Fig. 2(c) shows
the corresponding MR curve enlarged at the low H region.
This is attributable to the GMR effect due to the change in
the relative configuration of in-plane magnetization compo-
nents between CSS and CFB, although the CSS is mostly
magnetized along the out-of-plane direction, which will be
explained later. One of the remarkable features for the MR

curves at T < TC is that the exchange-biased-like behavior,
i.e., an asymmetric MR curve with respective to the zero
magnetic field is observed if the applied in-plane H is insuf-
ficient for fully saturating the in-plane component of CSS.
This is because the CSS layer possesses the high magnetic
anisotropy and the resultant large switching field. Figures 2(d)
and 2(e) correspond to the minor MR curves at T = 50 K
measured with the narrow H sweep (±20 kOe), where the
in-plane H = +20 and −20 kOe, respectively, were applied
during the device cooling from T = 300 to 50 K. In Fig. 2(d)
with +20 kOe field cooling, the positive exchange-bias-like
field, i.e., the sharp resistance change only in the negative
H region (see the inset) is observed, whereas the negative
exchange-bias-like field is induced for the case of Fig. 2(e)
with −20 kOe field cooling. As seen in the AHE hysteresis
of Fig. 2(a), the CSS is mostly magnetized along the out-of-
plane direction. Nevertheless, the GMR effect accompanied
by the exchange-biased-like behavior appears when the in-
plane H was applied. Considering these facts, the in-plane
magnetized CSS exists near the interface, and a part of in-
plane magnetized CSS shows soft magnetic behavior and
the other shows hard magnetic behavior. The appearance of
in-plane magnetization component may be due to the CSS
damaged during the Ar ion milling process. In addition, the
results of minor MR curves [Figs. 2(d) and 2(e)] indicate
that the direction of magnetic field cooling determines the
initially magnetized direction for the hard magnetic CSS. The
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magnetic moments in the soft magnetic CSS are easily
switched by H, but are coupled to the hard magnetic phase,
resulting in the exchange-bias-like behavior. Figure 2(f)
schematically illustrates possible magnetic structures in CFB
and CSS. The coexistence of in-plane magnetized soft and
hard magnetic CSS is one scenario to explain the observed
MR curves. One may think that the exchange-bias-like behav-
ior is due to the appearance of antiferromagnetic (AFM) phase
[47] or geometric frustration intrinsic to the kagome network
of magnetic ions [48]. According to the paper reporting the
AFM phase [47], the AFM phase appears in the limited T re-
gion around TC. Figure 2(g) displays the T dependence of Rxx

and Ryx and Fig. 2(h) displays the T dependence of �R defined
as the difference between Rxx at H = +20 and −20 kOe in
the minor MR curve [see Fig. 2(e)]. From these temperature
dependences, we point out the following two results. First, the
T dependence of Ryx suggests that TC for the present CSS is
∼170 K. Second, �R is observed from around 100 K to even
at 10 K. These facts indicate that the exchange-bias-like mech-
anism is maintained at T much lower than the limited T region
of AFM reported in Ref. [46], and we consider that the AFM
phase is not responsible for the exchange-bias-like behavior
observed in this study. On the contrary, it was reported that the
geometric frustration appears at T < TG = 125 K at which a
spin-glass phase is considered to be formed [48]. As shown
in Fig. 2(h), �R becomes remarkable at T below TC. This
result may suggest the contribution of geometric frustration.
In order to explain the shape of MR curve, however, the phase
pinning the soft magnetic CSS should possess the spontaneous
magnetization. Considering this point, we currently think that
not the geometric frustration but the hard magnetic phase of
CSS gives rise to the exchange-biased-like MR shift for the
present samples. Here, let us summarize the possible three
magnetic phases: in-plane magnetized soft magnetic CSS,
in-plane magnetized hard magnetic CSS, and out-of-plane
magnetized hard magnetic CSS. At present, we think that
the in-plane magnetized soft magnetic CSS resulted from
the damage (atomic disordering) during the Ar ion milling
process. On the contrary, there is a possibility that the in-plane
magnetized hard magnetic CSS is the in-plane component
of CSS that mostly possesses the out-of-plane magnetization
(see Appendix A). The coplanar waveguide devices for the
ST-FMR measurement exhibited the T dependence of MR
effect similar to those observed for the Hall devices, which
is given in Appendix B.

B. Spin-torque ferromagnetic resonance spectra

Figures 3(a) and 3(b) display Vdc as a function of H mea-
sured at T = 300 and 80 K, respectively, by varying the
in-plane field angle of θ . f was fixed at 16 GHz. The results
for T = 300 K show clear ST-FMR at θ �= 0◦, 90◦, 180◦,
and 270◦. The single-peak spectral shapes indicate that the
resonance spectra are composed of ferromagnetic resonance
for the single ferromagnet. Since the CSS is paramagnetic at
T = 300 K, the ST-FMR originates from the magnetization
dynamics of the CFB layer induced by spin torque. When
T is reduced to 80 K, the drastic change appears in the ST-
FMR spectra. In addition to the increase in the magnitude
of Vdc, the most apparent difference from T = 300 K is its

FIG. 3. ST-FMR spectra measured at (a) T = 300 K and (b)
80 K, in which the excitation frequency ( f ) was fixed at 16 GHz
while θ was varied. For clarity, the spectra were shifted vertically.

field angular dependence. For example, the nonzero Vdc is
obtained at θ = 0◦ and 180◦ for T = 80 K. It is noted that the
single-resonance peaks are observed even at T = 80 K, where
the CSS becomes ferromagnetic. As discussed later in the plot
of Hres versus f , the ST-FMR signals at T = 80 K come from
only the CFB layer as well as the result at T = 300 K. This
is because of large perpendicular magnetic anisotropy (PMA)
and the resultant high Hres of ferromagnetic CSS.

C. Quantitative analysis of spin torque

In order to quantitatively analyze the spin torque acting
on the CFB layer, the ST-FMR spectra are fitted using the
summation of Lorentzian and anti-Lorentzian functions
given by Vdc = VS (θ ) fL(H ) + VA(θ ) fAL(H ), respectively,
in which fL(H ) = (�H/2)2/[(Hres − H )2 + (�H/2)2] and
fAL(H )(�H/2)(Hres − H )/[(Hres − H )2 + (�H/2)2], and
�H represents the resonance linewidth. In general, VS is
mostly proportional to the dampinglike torque (τ 0

X ) whereas
VA is mostly proportional to the fieldlike torque (τ 0

Y ) including
the Oersted field contribution [45,46]. As explained later in
detail, however, we also take into account the rectification
effect due to the resistance change coming from out-of-plane
magnetization, which gives rise to the phase shift in the
effective torque direction by π /2. Figure 4(a) is the spectrum
fitted with fL(H ) and fAL(H ) measured at T = 80 K, θ = 0◦,
and f = 16 GHz. The numerical fitting allows to decompose
the spectrum well into the Lorentzian and anti-Lorentzian
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FIG. 4. (a) Fitting curves for the ST-FMR spectrum obtained at
T = 80 K, θ = 0◦, and f = 16 GHz, where T was reduced under
the application of H = +5 kOe along θ = 45◦. (b) θ dependence of
detected dc voltage (Vdc) measured at T = 300 K and f = 16 GHz.
(c), (d) θ dependence of Vdc measured at 80 K and f = 16 GHz,
in which T was reduced under the application of (c) H = +5 kOe
and (d) −5 kOe along θ = 45◦. Blue and red marks represent the ex-
perimental values of symmetric (VS ) and antisymmetric components
(VA), respectively, and the solid curves represent the fitting results.

components (blue and green curves). Consequently, VS and
VA are evaluated.

The θ dependence of VS and VA for T = 300 K is plotted
in Fig. 4(b), where f was fixed at 16 GHz. At T = 300 K the
CSS is paramagnetic, and Vdc comes from the oscillating R(t)
through the AMR effect of CFB. Here, the in-plane angle of
magnetization vector of CFB (MCFB) is defined as ϕCFB, and
it is assumed that MCFB follows H, i.e., ϕCFB = θ . Vdc origi-
nating from AMR (Vdc

AMR) has the following θ dependence:

Vdc
AMR ∝ sin 2θ

[
fL(H )τ 0

X + γ HYY

ω0
fAL(H )τ 0

Y

]
, (2)

where ω0 and γ are the resonance frequency and the gy-
romagnetic ratio, respectively. HYY is given by HYY = H +
4πMCFB. The detailed derivations are given in Appendix C. At
the condition of T = 300 K, we assume that τ 0

X corresponds to
the torque coming from spin Hall effect (τSHE) in the param-
agnetic CSS while τ 0

Y is mostly the current-induced Oersted
field torque (τOe). Here, τ 0

Y ∼ τOe is assumption for the
present analysis. For the strict evaluation, we should take into
account the fieldlike torques such as Rashba-Edelstein effect
and separate them from τOe. We are yet to do the separation,
and that is one of the remaining tasks for the future study. τSHE

and τOe are expressed as

τSHE = αSH
γ h̄

2eMsdCFBdCSS
(IrfηCSS) cos θ, (3)

and

τOe = γμ0

2w
(IrfηCu+CSS) cos θ, (4)

where μ0 is the permeability in vacuum, Ms is the saturation
magnetization of CFB, and dCFB(CSS) is the thickness of CFB
(CSS) layer. ηCSS (ηCu+CSS) is the ratio of current flowing in
the CSS layer (Cu and CSS layers). From Eqs. (2)–(4), one
may expect that VS and VA follow the sin 2θ cos θ dependence.
The experimental data in Fig. 4(b) are well fitted by the
sin 2θ cos θ function as in the cases of previous study [46].

Figures 4(c) and 4(d) show the θ dependence of VS and
VA for T = 80 K, where the device was cooled down to 80
K under the application of H = +5 and −5 kOe, respectively,
along θ = 45◦. The θ dependence of VS and VA for T = 80
K is totally different from that for T = 300 K. Since the
CSS is ferromagnetic at T = 80 K, Vdc appears through the
AMR effect and/or GMR effect. Based on the experimental
fact that the in-plane MR curves exhibit exchange-bias-like
behavior (Fig. 2), we consider that the CSS layer is divided
into three regions: in-plane soft magnetic CSS, in-plane hard
magnetic CSS, and out-of-plane hard magnetic CSS as il-
lustrated in Fig. 2(f). The magnetization vector of in-plane
soft magnetic CSS (MCSS,soft ) easily follows H as well as
MCFB. The MR curve shown in Fig. 2(c) suggests MCSS,soft

and MCFB are aligned along H at |H | > 1500 Oe. On the
other hand, the magnetization vector of in-plane hard mag-
netic CSS (MCSS,hard ) is fixed at θ = 45◦ because of the field
cooling. The in-plane angles of MCSS,soft and MCSS,hard are
defined as ϕCSS,soft and ϕCSS,hard, respectively. The out-of-
plane hard magnetic CSS (MCSS,OOP) is also not affected
by H because of the strong PMA. In the above situation,
we need to consider the following possible sources gen-
erating the torque: (i) SHE in the ferromagnetic CSS, (ii)
SAHE originating from MCSS,soft and/or MCSS,hard, (iii) spin
precession by MCSS,soft, MCSS,hard, and/or MCSS,OOP, which
is called the spin precession torque (SPT) [8,9], and (iv)
Oersted field. The symmetries of τ 0

X originating from SHE,
SAHE, and spin precession are explained in Appendix D.
Since MCSS,soft and MCFB follow H in the H region for the
ST-FMR measurement, ϕCSS,soft = ϕCFB = θ . This case leads
to zero τ 0

X coming from SAHE because it is proportional
to sin ϕCSS,soft sin(ϕCFB − ϕCSS,soft ). Therefore, only SAHE
from MCSS,hard is taken into account for the present experi-
ment. Since all the angular dependences of SHE, SAHE, and
SPT involve the terms of the first order of θ , unfortunately, the
current ST-FMR measurement condition and the numerical
fitting do not enable us to separate the contributions from
SHE in the ferromagnetic CSS and SAHE originating from
MCSS,hard. In this study, thus, the SHE and the SAHE are
evaluated together as a “spin Hall torque (SHT).” MCSS,OOP

does not contribute to the SAHE because MCSS,OOP does
not generate the anomalous Hall current along the z direc-
tion. The spin precession due to the out-of-plane magnetized
MCSS,OOP contributes to τ 0

X while that due to the in-plane
magnetized MCSS,soft and MCSS,hard gives rise to Js with the
out-of-plane polarized spin, which acts as τ 0

Y . Then, the SPT
from MCSS,soft and MCSS,hard (ipSPT) is not regarded as a
source generating τ 0

X . It is noted that the SPT from MCSS,soft

possesses the same symmetry as that for τOe, which does
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TABLE I. Estimated values of V SHT,GMR
S , V SPT,GMR

S , V SHT,AMR
S , V SPT,AMR

S , V Oe,oopGMR
S , V ipSPT,oopGMR

S , and ϕCSS,hard by numerical fit using
Eq. (6) to in-plane field angular θ dependence of VS for T = 80 K, in which the device was cooled with H = +5 and −5 kOe along θ = 45◦.

V SHT,GMR
S (μV) V SPT,GMR

S (μV) V SHT,AMR
S (μV) V SPT,AMR

S (μV) V Oe,oopGMR
S (μV) V ipSPT,oopGMR

S (μV) ϕCSS,hard (◦)

Cooling H = +5 kOe 2.29 ± 0.05 0.04 ± 0.06 1.24 ± 0.05 0.05 ± 0.06 −0.39 ± 0.03 0.00 ± 0.03 45 ± 1
Cooling H = −5 kOe 2.22 ± 0.05 0.02 ± 0.05 1.05 ± 0.05 0.08 ± 0.05 0.20 ± 0.03 0.00 ± 0.03 228 ± 1

not allow us to separate them. In this study, we analyze τ 0
Y

with τOe including the contribution of SPT from MCSS,soft.
Here, using the unit vector of CFB magnetization (mCFB) and
the coordinates given in Appendix C we summarize the fol-
lowing four torque mechanisms: τOe, mCFB × ey = cos θeY ,
SHT (τSH), mCFB × (ey × mCFB) = cos θeX , SPT (τSP) due to
MCSS,OOP, mCFB × [(mCSS,OOP × ey) × mCFB] = sin θeX , and
τSP due to MCSS,hard, mCFB × [(mCSS,hard × ey) × mCFB] =
cos ϕCSS,hardeY .

In addition to these various torques, we need to consider
three MR effects responsible for the rectification: AMR effect,
GMR effect due to the in-plane hard magnetic CSS, and GMR
effect due to the out-of-plane magnetized hard magnetic CSS

(oop-GMR). Vdc originating from in-plane GMR (Vdc
GMR) has

the following θ dependence:

Vdc
GMR ∝ − sin(θ − ϕCSS,hard )

[
fL(H )τ 0

X +γ HYY

ω0
fAL(H )τ 0

Y

]
.

(5)

On the other hand, the rectification by oop-GMR does not
show the θ dependence and leads to only the phase shift in the
effective torque direction by π /2.

These 4 torques and 3 MR effects lead to the 12 com-
binations for the generation processes of Vdc. Then, the θ

dependence of Vdc is expressed as

Vdc = [−V SHT,GMR
S sin(θ − ϕCSS,hard ) cos θ − V SPT,GMR

S sin(θ − ϕCSS,hard ) sin θ

+ V SHT,AMR
S sin 2θ cos θ + V SPT,AMR

S sin 2θ sin θ + V Oe,oopGMR
S cos θ + V ipSPT,oopGMR

S

]
fL(H )

+ [−V Oe,GMR
A sin(θ − ϕCSS,hard ) cos θ + V Oe,AMR

A sin2θ cos θ + V SHT,oopGMR
A cosθ + V SPT,oopGMR

A sin θ

+ V ipSPT,AMR
A sin 2θ + V ipSPT,GMR

A sin(θ − ϕCSS,hard )
]

fAL(H ). (6)

Equation (6) enables us to well fit the θ dependence of VS

and VA for T = 80 K as shown in Figs. 4(c) and 4(d). Table I
(Table II) summarizes the values of V SHT,GMR

S , V SPT,GMR
S ,

V SHT,AMR
S , V SPT,AMR

S , V Oe,oopGMR
S , V ipSPT,oopGMR

S , and ϕCSS,hard

(V Oe,GMR
A , V Oe,AMR

A , V SHT,oopGMR
A , V SPT,oopGMR

A , V ipSPT,AMR
A ,

and V ipSPT,GMR
A ) obtained by the numerical fit for the device

cooled with H = +5 and −5 kOe. The similar values are
obtained for each parameter between two field-cooling con-
ditions, e.g., V SHT,GMR

S = 2.29 ± 0.05 and 2.22 ± 0.05μV
for the cooling with H = +5 and −5 kOe, respectively. On
the contrary, ϕCSS,hard clearly depends on the field-cooling
condition, i.e., ϕCSS,hard ∼45◦ and 228◦ for the field-cooling
conditions with H = +5 and −5 kOe, respectively. These
ϕCSS,hard values depending on the field-cooling condition are
consistent with the results of MR measurement indicating
that the H direction during the cooling determines the initial
state of MCSS,hard. Although the fitting to the θ dependence
of VS gives the parameters with small errors, V SHT,oopGMR

A ,

V SPT,oopGMR
A , and V ipSPT,GMR

A obtained from the θ dependence
of VA are the small values with very large errors. The low
accuracy of fitting for these coefficients of VA comes from
that these have similar trigonometric functions. Here, let us
examine whether V SHT,oopGMR

A , V SPT,oopGMR
A , and V ipSPT,GMR

A

are negligibly small or not. Comparing between V Oe,oopGMR
S

and VOe,GMR
A , the voltage coming from the out-of-plane GMR

is one order of magnitude smaller than that from the in-
plane GMR, suggesting the small contribution of out-of-plane
GMR. Also, the very small V ipSPT,AMR

A implies the negligible
contribution of SPT coming from the in-plane CSS. Consider-
ing these facts, V SHT,oopGMR

A , V SPT,oopGMR
A , and V ipSPT,GMR

A are
indeed small; then, out-of-plane GMR and SPT coming from
the in-plane CSS are not major processes for the generation
of Vdc. Hereafter, we consider only four processes for Vs:
SHT+GMR, SPT+GMR, SHT+AMR, and SPT+AMR

From the values shown in Tables I and II, the values of
VS / VA are calculated, which are given in Table III. It should

TABLE II. Estimated values of V Oe,GMR
A , V Oe,AMR

A , V SHT,oopGMR
A , V SPT,oopGMR

A , V ipSPT,AMR
A , and V ipSPT,GMR

A by numerical fit using Eq. (6) to
in-plane field angular θ dependence of VA for T = 80 K, in which the device was cooled with H = +5 and −5 kOe along θ = 45◦.

V Oe,GMR
A (μV) V Oe,AMR

A (μV) V SHT,oopGMR
A (μV) V SPT,oopGMR

A (μV) V ipSPT,AMR
A (μV) V ipSPT,GMR

A (μV)

Cooling H = +5 kOe −3.51 ± 0.07 −1.65 ± 0.13 0.16 ± (2 × 104) − 0.39 ± (2 × 104) −0.01 ± 0.06 0.45 ± (3 × 104)
Cooling H = −5 kOe −3.67 ± 0.08 −2.40 ± 0.11 0.02 ± (2 × 104) 0.38 ± (2 × 104) −0.18 ± 0.05 − 0.55 ± (3 × 104)
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TABLE III. Calculated values of VS/VA for the processes of
SHT+GMR, SPT+GMR, SHT+AMR, and SPT+AMR at T =
80 K, in which the device was cooled with H = +5 kOe and −5 kOe
along θ = 45◦.

SHT+ SPT+ SHT+ SPT+
GMR GMR AMR AMR

Cooling H = +5 kOe −0.65 −0.01 −0.75 −0.03
Cooling H = −5 kOe −0.60 −0.01 −0.44 −0.03

be noted here that the values of VS / VA originating from SPT
are much smaller than that of SHT, suggesting the negligible
contribution of spin precession process to the spin torque in
the present CSS/Cu/CFB trilayer. In other words, the SHT is
the major spin torque acting on the CFB magnetization. In the
next section, we discuss the spin-charge conversion efficiency
using the VS / VA values originating from the SHT.

D. Enhanced spin-charge conversion efficiency for
ferromagnetic CSS

Figures 5(a) and 5(b) plot f versus Hres at
T = 300 and 80 K, in which θ was fixed at 45◦.
The experimental results obey Kittel’s equation of
f = (γ /2π )

√
(Hres + Hani )(Hres + 4πMeff ), where Hani is

the anisotropy field in the film plane and 4πMeff is the
effective demagnetizing field. The numerical fits using
the above Kittel relation give the values of Hani and Meff :
Hani = 21 Oe and Meff = 689 emu cm−3 for T = 300 K;
and Hani = 35 Oe and Meff = 692 emu cm−3 for T = 80 K.
These values mean that there is no remarkable temperature

dependence in the magnetic properties. As shown in Fig. 5(c)
representing the M-T curve for the 2-nm-thick CFB film,
the value of M for the CFB layer keeps almost constant
in the temperature range below 300 K. Thus, the ST-FMR
signal at T = 80 K comes from the magnetic resonance
of CFB magnetization as well as the result at T = 300 K.
All the ST-FMR signals in the present experiment are
attributable to the CFB magnetization dynamics and are not
contaminated with the CSS magnetization even at T lower
than TC.

Figure 5(d) plots the f dependence of VS/VA obtained from
the spectra measured at T = 80 K and θ = 45◦. Vdc some-
times involves the contribution of spin pumping from FM and
subsequent inverse SHE in NM [49], and the spin current
generated by the spin pump is increased as f is increased [50].
One may be aware that VS/VA with the negative sign increases
slightly with f , implying the small contribution of spin pump
from CFB and inverse SHE in CSS. As shown in the next
paragraph, however, the spin-pumping contribution is not so
significant and does not affect the evaluation of spin-charge
conversion efficiency.

Figure 5(e) summarizes the T dependence of VS/VA mea-
sured at f = 16 GHz. The orange (green) marks represent the
data obtained from the ST-FMR signal originating from AMR
(GMR). At T � 150 K, the ST-FMR signal originating from
GMR appears. Near TC, i.e., at T = 150 K, the GMR contri-
bution to the ST-FMR signal is quite small, giving rise to the
remarkable error. With reducing T below 100 K, the sufficient
GMR signal allows the accurate evaluation with the small
error, which gives the values being consistent with the val-
ues from the ST-FMR signal originating from AMR. On
the contrary, VS/VA from AMR at T = 50 K exhibits the

FIG. 5. (a) Resonant magnetic field (Hres ) vs f at T = 300 K and (b) 80 K, where θ was fixed at 45◦. Solid squares denote the experimental
data whereas the solid lines denote the results of fitting. (c) T dependence of magnetization (M) for the 2-nm-thick CFB film measured at
H = 1 kOe. (d) f dependence of VS/VA, where θ = 45◦ and T = 80 K. (e) T dependence of VS/VA obtained from the AMR (orange marks) and
the GMR signals (green marks) measured at f = 16 GHz. (f) T dependence of spin-charge conversion efficiency (ξ ) normalized by the value
at T = 300 K.
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large error, which might be due to the small contribution
of AMR to the ST-FMR signal compared to that of GMR
at the low temperature. There are two important findings.
First, the value of VS/VA is definitely increased at T � TC,
suggesting that the phase transition to the ferromagnetic CSS
leads to the enhancement of spin-charge conversion efficiency.
Second, the small GMR signal at T ∼ TC gives rise to the
large error, resulting in the overestimation of VS/VA, and the
results from the sufficient AMR signal suggest no partic-
ular jump in VS/VA at T ∼ TC in the case of CSS. Here,
let us discuss again the contribution of spin pumping and
subsequent inverse SHE. The field angular dependence of
spin-pump contribution is the same as that for SHT detected
through the AMR. However, the field angular dependence
of SHT detected by GMR is totally different from that of
spin-pumping process. Since the value of VS/VA from AMR is
fairly in agreement with that from GMR at 80 � T � 120 K,
we consider that the spin-pumping contribution is not so
significant.

Then, the spin-charge conversion efficiency (ξ ) via SHE
and/or SAHE is calculated. In order to take into account the
contribution of SAHE as well as SHE, αSH in Eq. (3) is
replaced with ξ , and the relationship between ξ and VS/VA

is given by

ξ = −VS

VA

eμ0MCFB
s dCFBdCSS

h̄

ηCSS+Cu

ηCSS

√
H + 4πMeff

H + Hani
. (7)

As discussed in Figs. 5(a)–5(c), the magnetic properties
for CFB do not show the remarkable temperature dependence.
In addition, we assume that ηCSS+Cu/ηCSS is almost constant
against T because of the small monotonic change in Rxx for
the CSS/Cu/CFB trilayer [Fig. 2(g)]. Then, we simply con-
sider that ξ is proportional to VS/VA. Figure 5(f) plots the T
dependence of ξ normalized by the value of ξ at T = 300 K,
where the values of VS/VA from the AMR were used. It is
noted that ξ at T = 50 K is nearly twice as large than that
at T = 300 K. In our previous work [42], we carefully evalu-
ated ξ to be 0.10 at room temperature employing the similar
ST-FMR method. By using this room-temperature value, we
obtain ξ = 0.20 at T = 50 K. This ξ may be an overestimated
value because VS/VA from the AMR at T = 50 K exhibits the
larger error in Fig. 5(e). However, we can conclude that ξ

becomes more than 0.13 at T � 150 K taking into account
the VS/VA evaluated not only from the AMR but also from
the GMR.

E. Discussion

In this subsection, first, we again emphasize the importance
of taking into account the signal through the GMR effect
for analyzing the angular dependence of ST-FMR spectra.
Sometimes, ST-FMR studies for trilayered structures consist-
ing of FM/NM/FM might overlook the contribution of GMR
effect. If the trilayer exhibits a non-negligible GMR effect,
one needs to take into account the contribution of ST-FMR
signal through the GMR as demonstrated in Figs. 4(c) and
4(d). Otherwise, the angular dependence of ST-FMR signal
cannot be analyzed correctly. Although we cannot separate
the contribution of SAHE from the SHT by the present

numerical fitting, the following argument helps us to reveal the
contribution of SAHE. In Table I, one can see that the signs
of V Oe,oopGMR

S are negative and positive for + 5-kOe field
cooling and −5-kOe field cooling, respectively. This means
that the magnetization directions of out-of-plane hard mag-
netic CSS are opposite between two field-cooling conditions,
although we are not sure how the in-plane H affected the out-
of-plane magnetization at present. An important point is that
the sign of SPT depends on the sign of out-of-plane magneti-
zation, while the sign of SAHE does not change regardless of
the sign of magnetization direction. Since both SPT due to the
out-of-plane hard magnetic CSS and SAHE in the in-plane
hard magnetic CSS involve the sinθ term, there is possibil-
ity that the compensation of SPT and SAHE gives rise to
the small V SPT,GMR

S and V SPT,AMR
S . However, the contribution

of SPT is reversed when out-of-plane hard magnetic CSS
magnetization is reversed whereas the contribution of SAHE
is not reversed, and the small V SPT,GMR

S and V SPT,AMR
S are

experimentally obtained for both out-of-plane magnetization
directions. These facts indicate that the compensation cannot
explain the small V SPT,GMR

S and V SPT,AMR
S , and we can con-

clude the negligible contribution of SPT. At the same time, we
may say that the SAHE in the in-plane CSS is also negligibly
small. In Appendix E, we also discuss other possible torques,
which are not taken into account in the above discussion.

Next, the magnitude and the mechanism of spin-charge
conversion are discussed. The present CSS shows ξ more
than 0.13 at T � 150 K. This ξ is much higher than that
for another magnetic Weyl semimetal Co2MnGa showing ξ =
−0.078 [25]. Then, we conclude that the ferromagnetic CSS
is a material showing highly efficient spin-charge conversion.
When the ST-FMR spectra are analyzed in this study, the three
regions, i.e., in-plane soft magnetic CSS, in-plane hard mag-
netic CSS, and out-of-plane hard magnetic CSS, are regarded
as a single source for generating Js and those contributions
are not separated. Among them, we examine the Js generation
through the SHE in the out-of-plane hard magnetic CSS with
the help from the theoretical calculation, which is given in the
next section.

IV. THEORETICAL CALCULATION

A. Effective tight-binding model of CSS

In this section, we introduce an effective tight-binding
model of CSS [51] to theoretically study the intrinsic SHE
from CSS. This model reproduces the Weyl points and the
nodal-line configurations in momentum space, which are sim-
ilar to those obtained by ab initio calculations [30,52,53].
In this model, we consider one of d orbitals from Co and
pz orbital from the interkagome-layer Sn, which are antici-
pated to be located near the Fermi level (EF). For simplicity,
all other orbitals are neglected. We set primitive transla-
tion vectors as a1 = ( a

2 , 0, c), a2 = (− a
4 ,

√
3a
4 , c), and a3 =

(− a
4 ,−

√
3a
4 , c). In the following we set c =

√
3a
2 . The total

Hamiltonian is given by

H = Hd−p + Hso + Hexc. (8)
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Here, Hd−p is the spin-independent hopping term,

Hd−p = −
∑
i jσ

[
ti jd

†
iσ d jσ + t d p

i j (d†
iσ p jσ + p†

iσ d jσ )

+ εp p†
iσ piσ

]
. (9)

d jσ and piσ are the annihilation operators of d orbital on Co
and p orbital on Sn, respectively. ti j includes the nearest- and
second-nearest neighbor hopping, t1 and t2 in the intrakagome
layer, and the interkagome layer tz. t d p

i j is the hybridization
between the d orbital and p orbital. εp is the on-site potential
of the p orbital on Sn.

Hso is a spin-orbit coupling (SOC) term given by Hso =
HKM

so + Hz
so. Here, HKM

so and H z
so are intrakagome-layer Kane-

Male (KM)-type SOC [54] and interlayer-kagome SOC [55],
respectively, given as

HKM
so = −itKM

so

∑
�i j�σσ ′

vi jd
†
iσ σ z

σσ ′d jσ ′ , (10)

and

Hz
so = −it z

so

∑
�i j�σσ ′

ηi j · d†
iσ σσσ ′d jσ ′ . (11)

In Eq. (10), tKM
so is the hopping strength and the summation

i j is about intrakagome-layer second-nearest neighbor sites.
vi j = +1(−1), when the electron hops counterclockwise
(clockwise) to get to the next-nearest neighbor site on kagome
plane. In Eq. (11), t z

so is the hopping strength and the sum-
mation is about interkagome-layer nearest-neighbor hopping.
Here, ηi j is given by ηCA = a1

2 × a3
2 /| a1

2 × a3
2 |, ηAB = a2

2 ×
a1
2 /| a2

2 × a1
2 |, and ηBC = a3

2 × a2
2 /| a3

2 × a2
2 |. Interkagome-

layer SOC [Eq. (11)] plays an important role to obtain the
finite SHC σ

sy
xz .

Hexc is the exchange-coupling term between spins of itin-
erant electrons and magnetization, which is given by

Hexc = −J
∑
iσσ ′

m · (d†
iσ σσσ ′diσ ′ + p†

iσ σσσ ′ piσ ′ ). (12)

Here, J is the exchange coupling constant and m is the dimen-
sionless magnetization vector. We here consider the exchange
coupling on the Sn site for simplicity. In the following, we
set t1 as a unit of energy, t2 = 0.6t1, t d p = 1.8t1, tz = −1.0t1,
εp = −7.2t1, tKM

so = −0.2t1, and J = 1.2t1. These parameters
were chosen so that the configurations of the nodal rings are
similar to those obtained by ab initio calculations [52,53]. The
chemical potential μ is determined by using the formula

ne =
∞∫

−∞
dερ(ε) fFD(ε − μ, T ). (13)

Here, ne is the number of the electrons per unit cell and
being set as ne = 3 in our CSS model, as discussed in
Refs. [51,55]. ρ(ε) is the density of states as a function of
the energy and fFD is the Fermi-Dirac distribution function. In
the following subsection, the intrinsic SHE is studied based
on the effective tight-binding model.

FIG. 6. Magnetic-moment amplitude dependence of the spin
Hall conductivities for the CSS model with (a) out-of-plane mag-
netization and (b) in-plane magnetization for t z

so = 0.0, −0.1t1 and
t z
so = −0.2t1.

B. Enhancement of spin Hall conductivity

Then, we study the intrinsic SHE with FM ordering by the
CSS model. An enhancement of the spin Hall conductivity
(SHC) is found in both out-of-plane and in-plane cases as
shown in Fig. 6. We focus on the SHC when the electric field
is applied to the x direction and the spin current with sy flows
to the z direction (out-of-plane direction). The SHC character-
izing this situation σ

sy
xz is obtained by the Kubo formula [2],

σ
sy
xz = e

4πa

∑
n �=m

∫
BZ

i
d3k

(2π )2

( fFD(Enk) − fFD(Emk))

Emk − Enk

× 〈nk|vx|mk〉〈mk| j
sy
z |nk〉

(Emk − Enk + iη)
. (14)

Here, vi (i = x, y) is the velocity operator given by vi =
1
h̄

∂H (k)
∂ki

. The spin-current operator is given by j
sy
z = h̄

2 {vz, σy}
(Ref. [2]), where σy is the y component of vector of Pauli
matrices. The eigenstates |nk〉 are obtained by diagonalizing
the total Hamiltonian [Eq. (8)]. Figure 6 shows the SHC as
a function of the amplitude of the magnetic moment using
different FM orderings: Fig. 6(a) out-of-plane FM ordering
m = (0, 0, mz ) and Fig. 6(b) in-plane magnetic ordering m =
(0, my, 0). The system is paramagnetic when mz = 0, whereas
the system is fully polarized when mz = 1.0. The SHC is
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calculated with different strengths of the interlayer SOC, for
t z
so = 0.0, −0.1t1, and −0.2t1. In both cases of out-of-plane

and in-plane magnetic orders, it is apparent that the SHC
enhances as m increases. These results are consistent with
the enhancement of the spin-charge efficiency experimentally
observed at T < TC.

V. CONCLUSION

The characteristic T dependence of spin-charge conversion
for the CSS was found by measuring the ST-FMR for the
trilayer consisting of CSS/Cu/CFB. Below T = 150 K, where
the present CSS layer exhibited the ferromagnetic phase, not
only the AMR but also the GMR contributed to the ST-FMR
signal. By taking into account the Vdc originating from GMR,
we successfully explained the field angular dependence of Vdc

observed at T < TC. We revealed that the SHT involving the
torques coming from SHE and/or SAHE plays the major role
in the spin torque acting on CFB and the contribution of spin
precession process to the spin-torque is negligibly small. A
definite increase in ξ was observed at T < TC, indicating that
the phase transition to the ferromagnetic CSS leads to the
enhancement of spin-charge conversion efficiency. The exper-
imental tendency was supported by the theoretical calculation,
which showed the increase in spin Hall conductivity with the
emergence of magnetic moment at T < TC.
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APPENDIX A: Rxy VERSUS H FOR CSS
SINGLE-LAYER SAMPLE

Figure 7 shows the Rxy as functions of out-of-plane H
and in-plane H for the CSS-single-layer sample without CFB,
where the thickness of CSS is 9 nm and T was set at 100 K.
The CSS single-layer sample was prepared using the
identical blanket film for the CSS/Cu/CFB, but after the etch-
ing process, the CSS layer was capped by the Al-O layer.
Rxy under the perpendicular H (black curve) corresponds to
a single-phase AHE hysteresis loop. Rxy under the in-plane H
(red curve) shows only a small parabolic change even when
large H = 70 kOe is applied. These results suggest that very
large in-plane H is needed to saturate the out-of-plane mag-
netized hard magnetic CSS along the in-plane direction. Also,
the amount of in-plane magnetized CSS phase is too small
to be observed in the AHE curve, in which the out-of-plane
magnetized hard magnetic CSS is dominant. Considering the
result of GMR shown in the main text, the in-plane magne-
tized hard and soft magnetic CSS phases are formed mainly
at the interface with the Cu layer because the GMR is very
sensitive to the interface condition.

FIG. 7. Rxy as functions of out-of-plane H (black curve) and in-
plane H (red curve) for the CSS single-layer sample without CFB,
where the thickness of CSS is 9 nm and T was set at 100 K. For
the Rxy vs in-plane H measurement, the CSS layer was magnetized
in the −z direction at H = 0 Oe due to the application of negative
perpendicular H before the Rxy vs in-plane H measurement.

APPENDIX B: TEMPERATURE DEPENDENCE OF MR
CURVES FOR COPLANAR WAVEGUIDE DEVICE

In addition to the resistance of Hall device, the longitudinal
resistance (R) of the coplanar waveguide device for the ST-
FMR measurement was measured by the two-probe method.
Figure 8 shows MR curves for the coplanar waveguide device
measured at (a) T = 300 K, (b) 140 K, and (c) 50 K. At
T = 300 K, A small change in R is observed at low H, which
is attributable to the AMR of CFB layer. As T is reduced to
140 K, the large R change appears, and the exchange-biased-
like behavior is clearly observed in the MR curve measured at
T = 50 K. T dependence of R at H = 5 kOe (R5 kOe) and the
resistance change (�RMAX) is plotted in Fig. 8(d). One sees

FIG. 8. MR curves for the coplanar waveguide device measured
at (a) T = 300 K, (b) 140 K, and (c) 50 K. Resistance for the coplanar
waveguide device (R) was measured using the two-probe method,
and the in-plane H was applied at θ = 45◦. (d) R at H = 5 kOe
(R5 kOe) and the resistance change (�RMAX), which is defined in (c),
as a function of T.
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FIG. 9. Schematic illustration of two coordinate systems: (x, y,
z) and (X, Y, Z). In the equilibrium condition, the magnetic moment
of CFB (mCFB) is parallel to eZ , which is also parallel to H, i.e.,
ϕCFB = θ . Irf was applied along ex .

that the coplanar waveguide devices exhibited the T depen-
dence of device resistance similar to those observed for the
Hall devices.

APPENDIX C: DERIVATION OF EQUATIONS FOR
RECTIFICATION dc VOLTAGE

Let us derive the Vdc through the AMR effect of CFB layer
and the GMR effect coming from the relative magnetization
angle between CFB and CSS layers. As mentioned in the main
text, the in-plane angle of magnetic moment of CFB is defined
as ϕCFB, and it is assumed that MCFB follows H and, i.e.,
ϕCFB = θ .

In the coordinate depicted in Fig. 9, the device resistance
(R) taking into account the AMR, which depends on the unit
vector of CFB magnetization (mCFB), is given by

R(mCFB) = R0 + �RAMRmx
2, (C1)

where mCFB = mX eX + mY eY + eZ = mxex + myey + mzez.
mY eY = mzez, then mX eX + eZ = mxex + myey. Since
mx = cos θ − mX sin θ , taking into account the first-order
term,

R(mCFB) = R0 + �RAMR cos2θ − �RAMRmX sin2θ + · · · .

(C2)

Next, we consider the device resistance change through the
GMR effect. The experimental MR curves suggest that the
GMR comes from the relative angle of magnetization between
the CFB and the in-plane magnetized hard magnetic CSS
(mCSS,hard). Then, R(mCFB) is given by

R(mCFB) = R0 − �RGMR

2
(mCFB · mCSS,hard ), (C3)

where mCSS,hard = m′
X eX + m′

ZeZ . The in-plane angle of mag-
netization of hard magnetic CSS is defined as ϕCSS,hard; then,
mCFB · mCSS,hard = mX m′

X + m′
Z = mX sin(θ − ϕCSS,hard ) +

cos(θ − ϕCSS,hard ). Equation (C3) can be rewritten into

R(mCFB) = R0 − �RGMR

2
[mX sin(θ − ϕCSS,hard )

+ cos(θ − ϕCSS,hard )]. (C4)

Next, we consider the magnetization dynamics under the
effective magnetic field (Heff ) and the external torque (τ) is

given by the following Landau-Lifshitz-Gilbert equation:

dmCFB

dt
= −γμ0mCFB × Heff + αmCFB × dmCFB

dt
+ τ,

(C5)

where τ includes spin-transfer torque and current-induced
Oersted field torque, which comes from the rf current with
the angular frequency of ωp. τ is expressed as

τX (t ) = τ 0
X cos(ωpt ), (C6)

τY (t ) = τ 0
Y cos(ωpt ). (C7)

By linearizing Eq. (C5), small deviations of magnetization
from the equilibrium points along the X and Y directions are
expressed as

mX (t ) = CX cos(ωpt ) + DX sin(ωpt ), (C8)

mY (t ) = CY cos(ωpt ) + DY sin(ωpt ). (C9)

In Eqs. (C8) and (C9), phase components same as those
of rf current torque of Eqs. (C6) and (C7) are detected as a
rectification voltage. CX and CY are

CX = 1

δ
LS (ωp)τ 0

X + 1

δ

√
HYY

HXX
LA(ωp)τ 0

Y , (C10)

CY = −1

δ

√
HYY

HXX
LA(ωp)τ 0

X + 1

δ
LS (ωp)τ 0

Y , (C11)

where LS(A) represents the symmetric (antisymmetric)
Lorentzian function and δ is the resonance linewidth. LS (ωp)
and LA(ωp) are given by

LS (ωp) = (δ/2)2

(ωp − ωo)2 + (δ/2)2 (C12)

LA(ωp) = (ωp − ωo)(δ/2)

(ωp − ωo)2 + (δ/2)2 . (C13)

Using the relationship of δ = (dω0/dH )�H , Eqs. (C12)
and (C13) are transformed into

LS (H ) = (�H/2)2

(Hres − H )2 + (�H/2)2 , (C14)

LA(H ) = (Hres − H )(�H/2)

(Hres − H )2 + (�H/2)2 , (C15)

where Hres represents the resonance magnetic field.
Here, “torque originating from SHE (τSHE),” “torque

originating from spin precession (τSP)” for τ 0
X , and “current-

induced Oersted field torque (τOe)” for τ 0
Y are considered.

The quantization axis of spin generated by the SHE
of CSS is along ey = sin θeZ + cos θeX . This means that
τSHE shows the angular dependence of cos θ as shown
in Eq. (3). On the other hand, the quantization axis of
spin generated by the spin precession by the out-of-plane
magnetized CSS (mCSS,OOP) is along mCSS,OOP × (ez × E),
where E is the applied electric field. Since mCSS,OOP = ez

and E = ex, mCSS,OOP × (ez × E) = ex = cos θ eZ− sin θ eX .
This means that τSP shows the angular dependence of sin θ .
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Then, τSP is expressed as

τSP = −αSP
γ h̄

2eMsdCFBdCSS
(IrfηCSS) sin θ, (C16)

where αSP represents the spin-charge conversion efficiency
through the spin precession process. In addition to the SPT
by mCSS,OOP, we may expect the SPT by in-plane mag-
netized mCSS,hard. That shows the symmetry of mCFB ×
[(mCSS,hard × ey) × mCFB] = cos ϕCSS,hardeY , which is defined
as τSP,ip. τOe is given by τOe = −γμ0mCFB × HOe, where
HOe is the Oersted field along −ey and given by HOe =
−(IrfηCu+CSS/2w)ey. Then, we obtained Eq. (4). In summary,
since τ 0

X = τSHE + τSP and τ 0
Y = τOe + τSP,ip,

τ 0
X = γ h̄IrfηCSS

2eMsdCFBdCSS
(αSH cosθ − αSP sin θ ), (C17)

τ 0
Y = μ0

γ IrfηCu+CSS

2w
cos θ

+ γ h̄IrfηCSS

2eMsdCFBdCSS
αSP,ip cosϕCSS,hard.

(C18)

Finally, Vdc through AMR and GMR effect is obtained.
From Eqs. (C2) and (C4), the resistance change depending
on mX , mY [�R(mX , mY )] is given by

�R(mX , mY ) = �RAMRmX sin 2θ

− �RGMR

2
mX sin(θ − ϕCSS,hard ). (C19)

Then, the multiplication of �R(mX , mY ) and Irf leads to
the time-independent voltage, which is

Vdc = 〈R(mX , mY )Irf〉
= 1

2�RAMRCX I sin 2θ

− 1
4�RGMRCX I sin(θ − ϕCSS,hard ), (C20)

where

CX = 1

δ
LS(ωp)

[
γ h̄IrfηCSS

2eMsdCFBdCSS
(αSH cos θ − αSP sin θ )

]

+ 1

δ

√
HYY

HXX
LA(ωp)

[
μ0

γ IrfηCu+CSS

2w
cos θ

]
. (C21)

In addition to the GMR effect between the CFB and
the in-plane magnetized hard magnetic CSS, the GMR ef-
fect due to the out-of-plane magnetized hard magnetic CSS,
which is called oop-GMR in this study, is needed to be
taken into account when we discuss the rectification ef-
fect coming from the magnetization dynamics because the
precession of mCFB possesses the out-of-plane component
of magnetization. In this configuration, mCFB · mCSS,OOP =
mY , leading to R(mCFB) = R0−�RGMR

2 mY . Then, �R(mCFB) =
�RGMR

2 [ 1
δ

√
HYY /HXX LA(ωp)τ 0

X − 1
δ
LS (ωp)τ 0

Y ]. This gives rise to
90◦ phase shift of the ST-FMR spectral shape from the GMR
case with in-plane CFB and in-plane CSS [Eqs. (C20) and
(C21)]. Namely, the oop-GMR does not show the θ depen-
dence while it depends on the out-of-plane component of

mCFB, which leads to only the phase shift in the effective
torque direction by π /2.

APPENDIX D: SYMMETRIES OF τ0
X ORIGINATING FROM

SHE, SAHE, AND SPIN PRECESSION

In the case of E//x, the SHE of CSS generates Js flowing
along the z direction with the quantization axis of spin along
ey. Thus, the τ 0

X coming from the SHE has the symmetry of
mCFB × [(ez × E) × mCFB].

Next, let us consider the symmetry of SAHE related with
the magnetic moment for in-plane hard magnetic CSS. Js due
to the SAHE is proportional to mCSS,hard × E. Then, the τ 0

X
coming from the SAHE has the symmetry of (mCSS,hard × E) ·
ez[(mCFB × mCSS,hard ) × mCFB].

As described in Appendix C, the quantization axis of
spin generated by the spin precession by the out-of-plane
magnetized CSS is along mCSS,OOP × (ez × E) = mCSS,OOP ×
ey.Then, the τ 0

X coming from the spin precession by the
out-of-plane magnetized CSS has the symmetry of mCFB ×
[(mCSS,OOP × ey) × mCFB].

APPENDIX E: OTHER POSSIBLE TORQUES AND
REMAINING EXPERIMENTS FOR MORE

COMPREHENSIVE STUDY

The current analysis has taken into account all the possible
dampinglike components of SHE, SAHE, and SPT. On the
other hand, some fieldlike components are still neglected.
For example, although the spin precession by the out-of-plane
magnetized CSS leads to dampinglike torque with mCFB ×
[(mCSS,OOP × ey) × mCFB], simultaneously one may expect
that the spin precession gives rise to the fieldlike torque
with mCFB × [(mCSS,OOP × ey)]. This fieldlike torque is at-
tributable to the imaginary part of spin-mixing conductance
[9]. According to the previous paper of Ref. [9], the ratio
between the real and imaginary parts of spin-mixing conduc-
tance roughly determines the ratio between the dampinglike
and fieldlike components. Since some theoretical studies
[56,57] reported that the imaginary part of spin-mixing con-
ductance is one order of magnitude smaller than the real
part, we expect that the contribution of fieldlike SPT is not
significant. Thus, the current analysis does not contain the
contribution of fieldlike SPT. However, such torques coming
from the imaginary parts of spin-mixing conductance should
be taken into account for a more comprehensive study.

In order to more clearly separate the contributions of
torques, the following experiments will be useful: The ST-
FMR measurement with different rf current directions allows
us to distinguish the torques coming from the in-plane magne-
tized hard magnetic CSS. Also, it should be investigated how
the application of out-of-plane magnetic field during the cool-
ing affects the in-plane field angular dependence of ST-FMR.
The out-of-plane magnetic field during the cooling will set the
magnetization direction for the out-of-plane magnetized CSS.
By changing the polarization of out-of-plane magnetized CSS,
this ST-FMR measurement will give more information about
the SPT. Those are remaining experiments for the comprehen-
sive study.
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